We investigate the mechanisms of planar cell polarity (PCP) in the larval epidermis of 11 Drosophila. Measurements of the amount of Dachsous across the segment find a peak 12 located near the rear of the anterior compartment. Localisation of Dachs and 13 orientation of ectopic denticles reveal the polarity of every cell in the segment. We 14 discuss how well these findings evidence a zigzag gradient model of Dachsous activity. 15 Several groups have proposed that Dachsous and Fat fix the direction of PCP via 16 oriented microtubules that transport PCP proteins to one side of the cell. We test this 17 proposition in the larval cells and find that most microtubules grow perpendicularly 18 to the axis of PCP. We find no significant bias in the polarity of those microtubules 19 aligned close to that axis. We also reexamine published data from the pupal abdomen 20 and fail to find evidence supporting the hypothesis that microtubular orientation 21 draws the arrow of PCP.
INTRODUCTION
building PCP in the denticulate epidermis, there being little or no contribution from polarised cell and is thought to co-localise with the face of the cell associated with the 178 most Ds (Mao et al., 2006; Rogulja et al., 2008; Brittle et al., 2012) . We map D to the 179 membranes of individual cells in the larval epidermis by making small clones of cells 180 that express tagged D; this allows the distribution of D on a particular cell to be 181 assessed so long as the neighbour(s) does not contain any tagged D. 182 We examine the distribution of D in wildtype larvae in order to test the PCP 183 model and to reveal the molecular polarity of cells that lack denticles (Figure 5 and 6) . 184 In the P compartment, all the denticulate and undenticulate cells show a consistent 185 molecular polarity, D being localised posteriorly in the cell. Most cells of the A 186 compartment have the opposite polarity, with D located anteriorly. In both 187 compartments, the location of D in the denticulate cells correlates in all cases with the 188 denticle polarity, and this includes the cells of rows 0, 1 and 4 whose denticles point 189 forward. The muscle attachment cells, T1,T2 and T3 can express D but it is mostly 190 cytoplasmic in location. The cells flanking T1 and T2 accumulate D at the membrane 191 abutting the tendon cells. Unlike all the other rows, cells of row 11 show some 192 variation in the localisation of D: about 45% localise it at the cell membrane in the 193 back, as do cells in the P compartment, in 35% its at the membrane but not 194 asymmetrically localised and, in the remaining cells, D is either at the front or found 195 only in the cytoplasm (Figure 6) . This means that the line where polarity changes 196 from the A-mode to the P-mode is not at the A/P border (Casal et al., 2002) but in 197 front of it; suggesting that the second cell row anterior to the A/P cellular interface 198 (row 10) contains the peak level of Ds activity. From that row effects on polarity 199 spread forwards into the A compartment and backwards into row 11 and the P 200 compartment. (see model in Figure 9 ). 201 The localisation of D is not always continuous along the rear (or the front) 202 membrane of a cell. When the plasma membrane of one side of an atypical cell a abuts 203 two separate cells, and our model implies that these two cells have different levels of 204 Ds activity, then the D from cell a is localised at the interface with just one of those 205 cells, on that part of the membrane that has most Ds activity (cells 10 and 11 in Figure   206 5C, and Figure 5-figure supplement 1A, see legend) . This suggests that different parts 207 of a single cell's membrane can compete for D.
What is the distribution of D in larvae that lack the Ds or Ft protein (dsor ft -? 209 To our surprise, although D distribution was variable in location and was more diffuse 210 than the wildtype, D can be asymmetrically localised at the membrane, but in a 211 disorganised way. We found no consistent difference between dsand ftlarvae 212 (Figure 5-figure supplement 1B, C) . Thus it appears that some asymmetric 213 localisation of D can occur independently of Ds-Ft heterodimers (which should be 214 missing in dsand ftlarvae).
215
Test 4. ovo-expressing clones reveal otherwise unseen polarity. 216 Small clones that overexpress ovo in naked areas often produce denticles in embryos 217 (Delon et al., 2003; Walters et al., 2006) . We made marked clones in larvae and these 218 also generally made denticles. The denticles showed a consistent orientation, pointing 219 forwards in P and backwards in most of A, exactly mirroring the polarity pattern as 220 identified by D localisation (Figure 7, compare with Figure 6 ). Thus, cell of row 11 at 221 the back of the A compartment mostly made denticles that pointed forwards ( Figure   222 7) as is characteristic of cells belonging to the P compartment. Just as signalled by the 223 localisation of D, in a minority of row 11 cells, polarity was ambiguous with denticles 224 pointing in various directions (Figure 7-figure supplement 1) . The denticles 225 belonging to the cell row 10 in front of row 11 always pointed backwards and denticles 226 of the row behind row 11 (row -2 of the P compartment) always pointed forwards.
227
Test 5. Does the orientation of growing microtubules correlate with PCP? 228 We study the orientation of growing microtubules (using EB1 comets Schuyler and 229 , 2001; Akhmanova and Steinmetz, 2008) in the large epidermal cells of the 230 ventral larva. Our main data is collected from identified A cells of rows 7-8 (direction 231 of PCP is posterior) and identified P cells of rows -2 and -1 (direction of PCP is 232 anterior; Figure 6) ; the classification of the A and P cells as having opposite polarities 233 is based on studies of the larval ventral abdomen described above and confirmed by 234 Tests 3 and 4, above. To assess the orientation of growing microtubules, we took 10 was scoring. The orientations of about 4000 EB1 comets are shown and analysed in 239 Figure 8 . 240 In the wing, the predominant alignment of the microtubules is close to the axis 241 of PCP (Harumoto et al., 2010; Gomez et al., 2016) . By contrast, in the larval 242 epidermal cells, in both A and P compartments, the majority of the microtubules are 243 aligned perpendicular to the anteroposterior axis, the axis of PCP (Figure 8A,B) . To 244 analyse our data and following the approach in the wing, the comets of the larvae are 245 sorted into four 90 degree quadrants centred on the anteroposterior and mediolateral 246 axes and their frequencies plotted. The quadrants are described as "anterior",
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"posterior", "medial" and "lateral" (Figure 8C,D) . The axis of PCP lies in the 248 anteroposterior axis, but, in A compartment cells, 66% of the total angles of growth 249 fall within the medial and lateral sectors, while in the P compartment the comparable 250 figure is 71%. Clearly there is no overall correlation between microtubular orientation 251 and PCP and this belies the hypothesis that microtubular orientation is causal for 252 PCP.
253
However, we could look for a limited correlation between the orientation of 254 growing microtubules and the direction of PCP. For example, considering only the 255 minority of microtubules within the anterior and posterior sectors, we find small 256 differences in polarity but they lack statistical significance (Figure 8C,D) . In A cells 257 the proportion of all microtubules that grow anteriorly is 15.8% with a 95% CI of [13.5 258 to 18.2] and the proportion that grow posteriorly is 18. 3% [15.9 to 20.6 (Figure 8C,D) . 265 How uniform are the individual cells? To answer we group all the growing 266 microtubules according to which cell (and larva) they come from and according to 267 which of four 90 degree quadrants they fall into (Figure 8E) . Remarkably, in all sets, 268 individual cells differ wildly from each other. Comparing the anterior versus posterior and medial versus lateral quadrants we find no strong evidence for a bias in the 270 directions in which the microtubules grow -apart from the main finding that most of 271 the microtubules grow more or less perpendicular to the axis of PCP.
272
Could there be a special subset of oriented microtubules perhaps aligned close to 273 the anteroposterior axis, the axis of PCP, that might show a polarity bias that related 274 to some function in planar polarity? There is no independent evidence favouring such 275 a perspective. Nevertheless, to check we scan through the entire circumference in 22.5 276 degree sectors, measuring the amount of bias in the microtubules that fall within 277 opposite pairs of sectors. There is no increase in bias in the sectors that included the 278 axis of PCP in either the A or the P compartments, nor in nearby sectors. However, 279 there is a local peak of bias within the A compartment: there is a significant bias in the 280 number of growing microtubules within one pair of 22.5 degree sectors that is far 281 away from the axis of PCP. Within the P compartment a similar peak of bias is shows statistically significant biases in the orientation of comets (Figure 8- figure   303 supplement 2C,D). In A cells the proportion of all microtubules that grow anteriorly 304 is 12.7% with a 95% CI of [11.3 to 14.1]; significantly smaller than the proportion that 305 grow posteriorly 18. 1% [16.6 to 19.5] . In P cells we see a reverse bias: 15.8% [13.3 to 306 18.2] grow anteriorly and 11.5% [9.1 to 13.9] posteriorly. Notably, there is a 307 comparable and also significant bias in the medial and lateral quadrants but in the (Figure 8-figure supplement 2C,D) . 312 We then plotted all the growing microtubules according to which pupa they Only when all cells are taken together is there any overall and 318 significant polarity bias in Axelrod's data. 319 We classified the growing microtubules in Axelrod's data into 22.5 degree 320 sectors and looked for an orientation bias within opposite pairs of sectors. We find 321 examples of significant bias shown by the microtubules in various sector pairs and 322 these are mostly not near the axis of PCP. In A cells there is a statistically significant 323 and local peak of bias ca 60-80 degrees divergent from the axis of PCP. In P cells there 324 is a statistically significant and local peak of bias ca 35-55 degrees divergent from the 325 axis of PCP (Figure 8-figure supplement 1) . These observations do not fit with the 326 conjecture that a special set of oriented microtubules, in or close to the PCP axis, 327 might be driving planar polarity.
328
Dividing the data into sectors gives the impression of biases in the 329 anteroposterior as well as in the mediolateral axes (although these are non significant 330 in the case of the larva). But, because we suspect that subdividing the angles into sectors may lead to erroneous conclusions we investigated the distributions of the 332 angles as a whole. We took the angular data of the A and P cells of the larva and pupal 333 abdomen and using a maximum likelihood model approach (Fitak and Johnsen, 334 2017) found that the best fit in all four cases is to a bimodal distribution with two 335 peaks roughly 90 degrees divergent from the axis of PCP (Figure 8-figure supplement   336 3). Unexpectedly, there are slight deviations of the peaks in the bimodal distributions; 337 in all four distributions one of the peaks deviates 10 degrees from the mediolateral 338 axis. Interestingly, the direction of deviation is opposite in the A cells to that in the P 339 cells; in both sets of A cells one of the peaks is tilted 10 degree toward the posterior 340 hemi-circumference, whereas in both sets of P cells one of the peaks is tilted 10 341 degrees toward the anterior hemi-circumference (Figure 8-figure supplement 3 , see 342 legend). These opposite deviations in A and P cells may be the reason for the apparent 343 biases we observe when dividing the data into four quadrants.
344
DISCUSSION
345
A gradient model? 346 In trying to understand PCP, Drosophila has proved the most amenable and useful 353 Here we have both tested the model and extended it to those uncharted parts of 354 the larval segment that lack denticles (Figure 9 ). All the tests we have done (tests 1-4, Ds amounts would be present (eg Hale et al., 2015) . Our current measurements of Ds 368 levels do not settle the matter: we did not detect a pervasive gradient of Ds, but 369 amounts were not flat either. We found a peak in Ds level located near the back of the 370 A compartment near where a Ds activity gradient was predicted to summit. However 371 a shallow Ds gradient could still exist -it might be missed because we quantify only 372 the total Ds present in abutting pairs of membranes. This shortcoming means that the 373 results can neither tell us the cellular provenance of Ds we measure, nor reveal how 374 much of it is in Ds-Ft or in Ft-Ds bridges within the apposed membranes. Thus, if any 375 cell has a higher level of Ds, this Ds will bind more Ft in the abutting cell membrane, 376 and likely tend to exclude Ds from that membrane. These effects will tend to even out 377 the amounts of Ds in joint membranes and therefore tend to disguise any gradients, 378 local peaks or troughs.
379
Could one build the segmental pattern of polarity without any initial gradient of 380 ds expression? If so, a localised peak in amount of Ds at the rear of the A 381 compartment (with a maximum in row 10) could affect polarity forwards into row 9 382 and propagate backwards through row 11 into the front of the P compartment. The 383 single cell troughs in Ds activity in T1 and T2 would orient the polarity of the flanking 384 cells to point away from these tendon cells. All these polarity effects would reinforce 385 each other to make a more robust pattern. However, if there were no gradient, row 3 386 would present a problem; in order to explain why it points backwards, the trough of Originally predicted to be at the A/P compartment border (Casal et al., 2002 ) 391 we conclude now that a Ds peak occurs two cells in front of that border, in row 10 (Figure 9; a similar peak two cells from the A/P border has been described in the the abdomen reveal a local correlation between cell polarity and the orientation of 424 limited subsets of microtubules, PCP in other parts is "determined independently" of 425 the microtubules (Sharp and Axelrod, 2016). We have tested the hypothesis that 426 microtubular orientation drives PCP in the larval abdomen of Drosophila and there it 427 also meets serious difficulties. The greatest of these is that most of the microtubules 428 are aligned orthogonally to the axis of PCP (this fact is also extractable from the pupal 429 data kindly provided by Axelrod's group). Of the roughly 30% of all microtubules that 430 fall into the two quadrants centred on the axis of PCP, there is a small net excess, 431 corresponding to about 5% of the total, that could perhaps result in a net transport of 432 vesicles in the direction of PCP. But even if this were so, more than 80% of the vesicles 433 carrying cargo should arrive in the wrong part of the cell membrane.
434
Why are there apparent biases in microtubule orientation in the data? An 435 analysis of the circular distribution of comets showed, in all the sets of data (ours and 436 those of Axelrod's group), a deviation of 10 degrees in one of the peaks of the bimodal 437 distribution of the angles (Figure 8-figure supplement 3) . This deviation, plus the 438 precise orientation of the 90 degree quadrants, may explain the apparent bias of 439 microtubular orientation seen clearly in the Axelrod data and hinted at much more 440 weakly in our data. How? Imagine a circular bimodal distribution composed of two 441 separate unimodal distributions: the tails of both probability distributions would be 442 closer and overlap more if the distance between the mean angles were reduced. In our 443 cases, the tails of the distribution whose mean angle deviate by 10 degrees will 444 decrease slightly the frequency of angles within one of the anteroposterior quadrants 445 and consequently increase the frequency in the opposite anteroposterior quadrant.
446
This deviation may have its origin in a correlation between cell shape and (Figure 7, Figure 7-figure supplement 1) (Figure 8, Figure 8-figure supplement 1,3, Figure 8-movie supplement 1,2) 4μm stacks were used to compensate for ruggedness in the denticulate region.
518
Between 3 and 12 images from different larvae were acquired and aligned to the 519 mediolateral axis using rows of tendon cells as reference. Ten straight lines parallel to 520 the anteroposterior axis and 4μm wide were drawn over the images at random 521 heights, and the profile of average fluorescence intensity along each line was plotted. 
Analysis of Microtubule Growth Direction
539
Orientation of growing microtubules was analysed following EB1::EGFP comets in 540 ventral larval epidermal cells. Clonal expression of EB1::EGFP was necessary to avoid 541 interference from the strong signal of underlying muscle cells, and undenticulate 542 regions were preferred because denticles obscured the fluorescent signal. Early second 543 stage larvae were mounted in a small drop of water ensuring their posterior spiracles 544 were out of the liquid, and movies of individual cells were recorded at 5.16 s intervals 545 for typically 5 min, imaging a single 0.773μm apical confocal plane. Movie frames 546 were registered using the ImageJ plugin Stackreg (Thevenaz et al., 1998) to account 547 for slight movements of the larvae. Cells were then aligned to the mediolateral axis 548 using the T3 row of muscle attachment cells and rows of denticles as references, and 549 cells situated in the right hemisegments were flipped to match the mediolateral 550 orientation of the left hemisegment cells. Two cells, one in the A compartment (row 7 551 or 8) and one in the P (row -2 or -1), were selected from each of 10 larvae and pooled 552 for blind analysis. Comets were traced manually using the ImageJ plugin MtrackJ 553 (Meijering et al., 2012) , sampling all the visible comets within each cell for as many (Signorell and mult. al., 2019) , dplyr (Wickham et al., 2019) , ggplot2 (Wickham, 561 2016), and mosaic (Pruim et al., 2017) packages. (Rovira et al., 2015; Saavedra et al., 2016) . In T1 and T2 a low level of 752 ds expression together with a high level of Fj reduces Ds activity in the cells affected.
753
The sloped line in each cell indicates different amounts of Ds activity at its anterior 754 and posterior limits, the direction of the slope correlating with the cell's polarity.
755
Denticle polarity is shown below and is a readout of the zigzag landscape of Ds 756 activity: each cell points its denticles towards the neighbour with the higher Ds (cell row -1), ectopic denticles pointing forwards. Note that denticles are produced 871 somewhat sporadically and that denticle numbers vary per cell. Scale bars: 10μm. The strong Ds accumulation on both sides of T3 tendon cells (Figures 3 and 4 ) 956 suggests that ds expression is high in T3 itself and/or its neighbours. In addition,
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show that polarity of row 10 points backwards, away from T3, implying that Ds 959 activity is higher in row 11 than in T3. These two observations combined argue that ds 960 expression peaks in row 10, two cells in front of the A/P border, with Ds activity also 961 high in T3 and row 11. Graded ds expression forwards and backwards from this peak 
